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head to foot, gave Shakespeare the notion of his Ariel leading the
spellbound seamen to the filthy-mantled pool ?
In the regular manufacture of this literature for the groundlings
Deloney had one competitor who was not anonymous, and who ap-
pears to have driven an equally lucrative trade with the booksellers.
Richard Johnson (1573 ?-i 659) was a writer for the illiterate. Richard
We can imagine his Seauen Champions of Christendome or his Tom Johnson's
a Lincoln, the Red Rose Knight, declaimed aloud to circles of those sfOT'es
who could not read, and had no more sense of historical veri-
similitude than children. Ritson roundly said of The Most famous
History of the Seauen Champions of Christendome (1596-1597), that
it contained " all the lyes of Christendom in one lye." This in-
genuous, or fraudulent, work went, however, through edition after
edition every few years, for a century and a half. Only a shade less
beloved of the multitude was another rehash, The most pleasant
History of Tom a Lincolne?- That renowned Souldier> the Red-Rose
Knight y who for his Valour and Chlualry was surnamed The Boast of
England (1599). The book is trash, and an egregious example of
what delighted the mob in the early seventeenth century. It is a
vulgarization, in high-flown language, of the romantic figures, the
chivalric ideals, and the poetic fancies that had given beauty to the
Morte Darthur, the Amadis, the Faerie Queene, and even Euphues.
Johnson's " Fayerie-land " is a country of Amazons, the queen of
which falls in love with the hero Tom, and is basely deserted by
him. This ignoble episode is not meant for burlesque. Worse still
is the behaviour of Arthur's jealous queen when the dying king con-
fesses that Tom is his son by a nun of Lincoln. With misplaced
puritanism the author reviles and maltreats the unfortunate nun in
a manner that is a repulsive contrast to Malory's humanity. The
history and the geography are unintentionally comic. After con-
quering Portingale and assailing the Turks, the Red-Rose Knight
marches his army home without expense of shipping. Flanders
" borders upon " Fayerie-land, which is described as an island in
the western parts of the world. A later book of like nature was
The History of Tom Thumbe, for [his small stature surnamed King
Arthur's Dwarfe: Whose Life and Adventures contalne many strange
1 The name was stolen from, not given to, the famous bell in memory of
the hero, as might have been believed by Johnson's readers.

